PART 9 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Rules amendments applying on 01.01.2021

Chapter I ORGANISATION OF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

World Championships

9.1.051 Any infringement of the provisions of articles 9.1.044 to 9.1.050 above shall be punished by a fine of CHF 2,000 to CHF 10,000 minimum. A higher fine may be imposed depending on the advantage derived from the offence.

If a rider or a team for the team time trial mixed relay, loses the place that entitled him or it to a medal or a jersey, the medal, the jersey, the prizes and/or the trophies will have to be returned within a month starting from the date of the formal demand made by the UCI. If not, the rider, or team for the team time trial mixed relay, will be by right suspended until the medal and/or the jersey are returned and sanctioned by a fine of CHF 2,000 to CHF 50,000.

(text modified on 13.08.04; 01.07.12; 01.01.19; 01.01.21)

Chapter II PARTICIPATION IN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

§ 2 Selection of participants by specialty

Team time trial mixed relay

9.2.021 bis Every team participating in the team time trial mixed relay can enter six male riders and six female riders, of which three male rider and three female riders will start. Registration with the UCI is conducted through its website.

The confirmation of the starters on the date defined in the specific regulations of the event is final.

Nevertheless, Team Managers may forward modifications to the UCI Race Secretary until 2 hours before the start of the competition subject to the following requirements:
- Medical reason confirmed by the UCI Official Doctor is required;
- Only riders confirmed as substitute for the Team Time Trial may be used as replacements;
- The replacements riders must stay at the team accommodation.

(article introduced on 01.07.12; text modified on 01.08.13; 01.03.16; 01.01.19; 01.01.21)